Rwanda 5/9/94

US planes going out
- RPF has no troop in Bugamwera
- ICRC has received request for 3,000 H2O purification units for hospital areas

Flight x2/day will begin Wed.
delay = 3-6 day
- offloading issues
- some aircraft diverted to Yemen
- UNHCR asked for delay 6/16 to Sudan to move it.

Ft. Springfield - 1st combat UN crew going

Another Presidential Visit on Rwanda on Friday

Where is refugee peak greatest?

JCS

RP agrees

E.O. 13526 1.4(c)

- near among refugee camps = most prominent
- RPF doing its best to secure Tanz Border (Uganda) = less concern.
- Zairi today - Black help

Critical problem in urban areas
- ICRC may be best source of info

SAFE ZONE i.e., camp for population
- how many Burundi refugees?
- 60,000 in Kibeho

UN Protection Zone in Kibeho
- May be considered an
65,000 Burundi in Rwanda (acc. to Catholic Relief Services)
20,000 Burundian displaced in Butare
35,000 Colomano + (no food, housing etc.)
- 100,000
25,000 Casabia
120,000 NRM (under RPF control) ICRC
- 200,000
105,000 SE (under RPF control)

Then in each, around Burundi = greatest area of need.

Need for balance deployment
- If we deploy in South, need to do in North (RPF)
- Political balance

Need to focus on political/diplomatic/development approaches to show balance.

In Sandiya, we went where need was greatest + stated so up front.

HRC to bring together guy of maps + good knowledge of areas

to draw some up.

Human Rights
- Shakti visits
- General agreement on # of yrs,
- Trip reviewed logistics that they are not a linear
  solution, hence need for negotiation.

Agricultural
- Clinton library
- 1. HR can't cut workforce
- 2. HR can't cut presence (possibly expanded)
- 3. Caspian (on temporary basis) = negates
- 4. Humanitarian rescue force in need.
- 5. 2000 project